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A Bible especially for pre-readers! A prequel to the bestselling Read With Me Bible, the See With

Me Bible features twenty-five Bible stories for children ages six and under. Illustrated by Dennis

Jones, this Bible is told with great visual detail that unfolds from page to page-it's perfect for

pre-readers.
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Love this book, no words, only titles, the kids love it. I find at their ages (10, 7, 4 and 2) that I'm

"reading" their children's bibles by telling my own version of it according to what lessons they've

learned lately, what their current interests are. Sometimes I emphasize certain pieces of bible

stories and sometimes at the younger ages you need to just summarize a few parts. This book is

not to replace a good children's bible, but a PERFECT addition to any Christian home.

My husband and I bought this book for our 4 year old and he loves it. The age that  gave it is not

really accurate. I think they said 9-12. The book says 6 and under. There are almost no words,

about a sentence every 15 pages. Our son loves to just look at the pages and then ask questions

about parts he doesn't understand. It is also great that the parents can tell the story with as much

detail as they wish. Over all I think this is just a great book for any prereader.



My 3 and 5 year old love this picture Bible. They ask me to "read" it to them and since there isn't

much text (maybe one or two lines per story) they like to linger on each page and really look at the

pictures. Having a book which is all pictures seems to engage them- I find that they ask lots of

questions. It is also a nice way for me to read the story aloud from my Bible while they look at the

pictures in the picture Bible and follow along. Then I ask them to "read" the story to me. Other

favorite picture only books are Noah's Ark by Peter Spiers and Journey by Aaron Becker (not a

Bible story).

This Bible is the best. It has almost no words, so you can tell the stories in as much detail or as little

detail as you want. The pictures are fun, colorful, and make it very easy to tell what is goin gon in

the stories.I originally found this at our local goodwill for $8 and started going thorugh it with my son

at 18 months old. We just looked at the pictures and pointed out the animals and the names of the

people, not much story line at first. We have done this every night for over a year now and it is stil

his favorate go to story book. I obviously tell much more of the stories now, but starting them young

helps you develop how to tell the story with each picture, and with enough repetitions you can tell it

the same way every time.I bought this one because the one i have is getting trashed due to the

heavy use by a 2 yr old, and i wanted one in good condition to start with my daughter. I was

surprised to see the price at over $100 for a new one, and i would not have let him turn the pages

had i known the price of this new. when this arrived my son was very excited to see a new one and

wanted to read it even though he already has it and almost has it memorized. I found a used one

and am very happy with it. i also found the "read with me the Bible" version that mirrors this but with

a few more words and is cheaper for a new one. I will start there with my daughter and graduate to

this one when she is less of a page tearring threat.

A great book to give as a baby or birthday gift. Especially great for parents who don't know the bible

stories exactly as there are no pictures. The boys love to create their "loose" bible story. It is great

for planting the bible story seed.

My 4-year-old daughter has recently developed a love for this book and with it, a love for Jesus. She

wants me to read it to her every night and even in the morning! We tell the stories to her using the

pictures, and she can tell them back to us as well. The most amazing thing is that she has such a

wonderful grasp now of how much Jesus loves us and the things that he has done and does for

people. Whenever we read the Bible together, she will say, "Jesus loves us a lot." When she hurt



her finger today, she said, "Jesus will heal it." It has been precious to watch her love for Jesus grow.

This book presents Jesus as a lover of children, and that has been a powerful connecting point for

her. I am so thankful for Dennis Jones and his work and how God has used this book to answer my

prayers that He would draw my daughter to Himself. May He continue to use this book to draw

many children to Himself.

I purchased this book for my sons years ago when they were maybe 2 and 4. I think all the most

common Bible stories are covered in this book and illustrations are absolutely wonderful. I still use it

for Bible class quite often and I find it intriguing the way the children stay so engaged. Just

yesterday I pulled it out for a 4-K class I helped teach at church. Their little eyes get wide as they

stare at the detailed and colorful pictures. The artist does a great job with the atmosphere of the

stories. The characters emotions and moods really come to life. It is an excellent accompaniment for

a an oral Bible story. It would also make a helpful Bible introduction for a pre-school child. Heck, I

like looking at he pictures myself! :)

Dennis Jones uses bright and comic illustrations for this See With Me Bible for very young children

(and their parents or grandparents.) They are a visual delight, one page after another. This is an

accessible way to present first Bible stories to children. However, it also forces the presenters to

bone up on the stories before starting the book so they can explain what is happening as they go

along. A later edition has a few more words of explanation in it, and if I buy another volume, I will opt

for that one.
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